Effects of extracochlear direct current stimulation on the ensemble auditory nerve activity of cats.
The influence of direct current applied by round window stimulation on the whole nerve response of the auditory nerve of the cat has been studied. Effects on acoustically driven activity (CAP) and on the ensemble spontaneous activity of the nerve were observed. Stimulation with positive current suppressed driven and spontaneous activity. The strength and spread of suppressive effects was a function of the applied current level. After a period of positive electrical stimulation, driven and spontaneous activity rapidly returned to normal values. A rebound effect was sometimes observed, marked by a brief increase in spontaneous activity above the normal level. Negative current initially produced an increase in the amplitude of driven and spontaneous responses. Prolonged stimulation with negative current (greater than 30 s) resulted in a subsequent, graded reduction of neural activity, until a profound suppression of spontaneous and evoked neural activity was attained. The amplitude/latency relationship of CAPs was altered during passing of negative currents but not during passing of positive currents. Recovery from the suppression generated by negative currents was commonly prolonged for anything from a few seconds to many minutes; prolongation was dependent on stimulus amplitude, duration and duty cycles.